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ABSTRACT
Dealing with inconsistencies a.nd change in requirements
engineering is known to be a difficult problem. We
propose a formal, integrated approach to inconsistency
handling and requirements evolution with a focus on
providing automated support. We define a novel representation scheme that is expressive and able t o maintain
several key semantic distinctions. Based on this scheme,
we define a toolkit of inconsistency handling technique.
We define a principled process for evolving such specificat.ions, with minimal coniputational cost and user intervention. Finally, we describe the REFORM system
which implements some of these techniques.
Keywords
Requirements engineering, formal methods.
1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding and supporting the process of requirements evolution is an important and difficult problem.
Fundamentally, requirements evolution involves updating a description of user requirements for a target system to accommodate new requirements or t o remove
existing ones. Such changes may become necessary because of changes in the real-world context in which
the proposed system would be situated or because of
changes in stakeholder perceptions of the proposed system. A fundamental problem in supporting requirements evolution is inconsistency handling, i.e., dealing with situations where new requirements contradict
existing ones (see [I61 for a discussion of current issues). hllanaging inconsistent requirements (i.e., situations where the given set of requirements cannot be
simultaneously satisfied) is an important problem in its
own right, and any solution t o the requirements evolution problem must be built on a framework for inconsistency handling. The problems of requirements evolution and inconsistency handling are closely related t o
several other questions that any comprehensive frame-

work for requirements engineering must address. The
first of these relates to supporting multiple sets of stakeholders in multi-perspective software development, who
may have distinct, and often contradictory viewpoints
on the requirements of the proposed system. T h e second issue involves providing support for non-functional
requirements or software quality factors which closely
interact with, and often contradict, functional requirements. The question of supporting requzrements ratzonale is closely related. T h e third question relates t.o
requirements reuse, based 011 the notion that instead of
discarding requirements in the process of evolution or
inconsistency handling (as several existing frameworks
tend t o d o ) , it would be better to retain them in anticipation of future reuse, given that requirements are
expensive to acquire/elicit.
Part 1 of the example in the appendix illustrates several distinct ways in which conflicts may arise. Functional requirements may contradict, each other and may
contradict non-functional requirements (the divergent,
pulls of performance and functionality goals is a common feature of systems development). Goals that are
otherwise consistent may be in conflict because of conflicting rationale. W’e argue that, the following features
are essential in any framework for handling inconsistent requirements. First, it must support t,he distinction between essential and tentative requirements in
specifications (and more generally, a partitioning of a
specification based on levels of priority). In general,
one would be more willing t o discard a requirement labelled as tentative as opposed t o one that is labelled
as essential if forced to discard requirements t o maintain consistency in a specification. Second, it must
support a representation scheme that makes explicit
the connection between a requirement and the conditions/assumptions/justifications that the satisfa.ction of
the requirement is contingent on. Third, it must support a domain-independent facility for making explicit
the trade-offs involved when requirements must be discarded t o make a specification consistent. In other
words, it should be possible t o generate every maximal
consistent subset of an inconsist,ent specification.
We also argue that any framework for supporting re-
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by Ryan [18]. T h e Viewpoints framework [6] [14] [5] (41
supports multi-perspective development (with multiple
sets of stakeholders) by allowing explicit ‘‘vie~point~s”
which hold partial specifications, described and developed using different representation schemes and development strategies. Individual viewpoints are required
t,o be int,ernally consistent while inconsistencies arising
between pairs of distinct viewpoints (the authors suggest translation into a uniform logical language for detecting inconsistencies) are removed by invoking metalevel inconsistency handling rules. Mylopoulos, Chung
and Nixon [13] present a framework for representing and
decomposing non-functional requirements! as well as a
process model for using non-functional requirements t o
guide and justify design decisions. Our focus in this
paper is distinct from theirs, in that we seek t o manage requirements evolution and the inconsistencies arising from the interaction between functional and nonfunctional requirements, but it is easy to see their framework fitting in immediately downstream from ours in
the software life-cycle. Lamsweerde et a1 [20] explore a
wide range of categories of inconsistency in the context
of the KAOS framework - this paper takes these results
as the starting point. Wiels and Easterbrook [21] have
defined evolution techniques based on category theory,
while Nuseibeh and Russo [15] have used abductive logic
programming. Heitmeyer e t a1 [ll] have defined inconsistency handling techniques in t,he context of tabular
notations. Hunter and Nuseibeh [la] present a framework for representing specifications using a logic with
a paraconsistent, flavour, with some common intuitions
with our current work. This work extends our earlier
work on using frameworks inspired by non-monotonic
logics and logics of theory change t o support inconsistency and evolution management [22] [7] [8], by providing a richer representation framework and a broader
repertoire of inconsistency handling and evolution operators and by describing an implemented tool. A major
case st,udy has largely validated the results discussed
here, but is ommitted here for space constraints.
2 REPRESENTATION ISSUES
In the following, we assume a formal first-order language
(possibly augmented with temporal operators) for r e p
resenting both the domain theory and system goals (but
note that much of the following discussion applies t o any
language that comes with a well-defined notion of consistency). A good example of such a formal language is
the language used in the formal assertion layer in KAOS
[31 POI.
We define a. requirements specification t o he a 5-tuple
D > E F R , T F R , E N F R , T N F>
R where:

quirements evolution, as well as t.ools based on such a
framework, must satisfy the following criteria. First,
it must ensure t.ha,t every evolution step ma.kes minimal change t.o a specification, along the lines of a similar condition imposed on AI theory change operators
[l]. Second, when a change step rides it necessary
to discard some requirements, it must be based on a
det,ailed t.rade-off analysis that weighs the cost, of discarding the requirements against the cost of ignoring
the change request. This ensures t h a t more important
requirements are not discarded to accommodate a relatively less import,ant requirement (such as one specified
by a low-priority stakeholder). Third, it must support
a deferred com.mitment strategy, i.e., one which ensures
that any choice amongst multiple candidate outcomes
is delayed as far as possible to ensure that no premature commit,ments are made that may turn o u t to be
poor choices in retrospect (choices amongst candidate
outcomes may become necessary when an evolution step
renders a specification potentially inconsistent and multiple maximal consistent subsets of the specification exist). Fourth, it must support requirements reuse, given
that requirements are expensive t o acquire/elicit. This
entails that requirements that would otherwise be discarded in an evolution step are maintained in a background store in anticipation of future reuse.
This paper presents a formal framework with these characteristics. The representation scheme permits us t o
explicitly represent, the interaction bet,ween functional
and extra-functional goals and their rationale. We provide approaches t o consistency handling which generalize earlier approaches to consistency handling, with a focus on providing automated support. We suggest an inexact but practical approach t o incorporating elements
of system behaviour in the inconsistency handling exercise by recording critical states and trajectories. Our
goal is t o explore the extent to which automated support may be provided for managing inconsistency and
change, while deploying hard-coded or user-determined
criteria for inconsistency resolution in a principled manner (possibly through direct user int,eraction in the resolution process). To this end, we describe the REFORM
system and outline heuristics used to overcome the significant computational bot,tlenecks inherent in such a
problem. The essence of our proposal is independent
of a specific choice of an underlying requirements specification language. T h e only requirement is that the
semantics of the language provide a clear notion of consist,ency.
There is a large body of earlier work that this research
builds on. Balzer [2] introduced the notion of pollution markers as an approach t o tolerating and managing
inconsistency in specifications. Tsai proposed the use
of non-monotonic logics in resolving inconsistencies in
specifications [ 191 while similar ideas were also explored

D is the domain theory and consists of the following
two components:
-
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A set of domain invariants Dinv

- A set of domain trajectories Dt,,j
0

int,o question over time (as a consequence of requirements evolution). Tentative justified requirements may
be viohted; our intent is t,o satisfy as many of them
as is consistently possible at any given point in time.
We permit a to be any well-formed formula. in the underlying language (i.e.! a is not, restricted to consist of
atomic goal assertions, but can also include definitions
of these goals). ,B is similarly any well-formed formula
in the underlying language. The final condition requires
t,hat at any given point in time, all of the inviolate goals
together with the domain invariants are consistent in every critical system trajectory (state, for the purposes of
t,his paper) contained in Dtraj. The part,itioning of the
sets of essential and tentative requirements on the basis of whet,her they refer to functional or non-functional
requirements is not essential from a computational perspective, but potentially useful. Tlie partitioning supports an important cognitive and semantic distinction.
In addition, it is possible t o define variant.s of the inconsistency handling operators described below which are
biased t.owards satisfying functional requirements over
non-functional requirements or vice versa. The reader is
referred to Part 2 of the example in the appendix for instances of a requirements specification and applications
of the inconsist,ency handling techniques defined below.
We first, need to understand the semantics of consistency of a set of requirements/goals relative to a requirements specificat.ion. We shall define the notion of
r-consistencyof a set ofjustified requirements R = { a 1:
P I , . . . , a , : f i n } wit,h respect to a requirements specification S =< (Ditlv,D t r a j ) , E F R !T F R E
, N F R TNFR
,
>
as follow~s:R is r-consistent with respect to S if and
U . . . U P, U Dinv U t ; is satonly if a1 U . . . U an U
Our examisfiable for every trajectory t , E Dt,,j.
ples in this paper do not involve teniporal operat,ors,
hence we check for consistency with individual states
in Dtr,j instead of entire trajectories. Thus! a set of
requirements is r-consistent relative t,o a given specification when the requirements, together with their justifications are consist,ent with the domain invariants together with each critical state description (taken individually). lnconsistencies can be detected and resolved
i n two complementary modes. First, we may ident,ify (a.s in [2O]) minimal sources of inconsistency (or
min-conflict sets), thus focusing attention on requirements that must be modified or discarded. Formally, a
min-conflict, set I of a given requirements specification
S =< ( D i n v ,D t r a j ) , E F R ,TFR,E N F R TNFR
,
> is any
set, satisfying the following properties:

A set E F R of essential functional requirements.

.4 set TFRof tentatzeie functional requnrenients
0

A set E N F R of essential non-functzonal requzrements

A set T N F Rof tentatzve non-functzonal reqzizi-ements

E F RU E N F RU Dinv U ti is consistent, for each trajectory ti contained in Dtraj. 117 the context of the
discussion and examples in this paper, we shall require a wea.ker condition: E F RU E N F RU DifivU si
is consistent for each state si contained in Dt,,j, as
explained below.
Dinv is assumed to he any theory expressed in the underlying formal language. The set of domain traject,ories Dtraj would ideally be an oracle capable of generat,ing all syst.em behaviours or scenarios ( i n the sense
of [3] [20]), i.e., the (non-deterministic) set of possible
sequences of system states. In practice, we are only int,erested in abstractions of system behaviour - it may be
sufficient to verify consistency of requirements against
a liniited set, of critical states. One way of achieving
t,Iiis is to explicit,ly store a set of critical trajectories,
each of which is a sequence of critical states. The cognitive and coinput,ational demands for doing this are no
greater than those for generating, for instance, UML
state diagrams. We will therefore assume that Dt,.,j is
a set of (finite) sequences of states (i.e., trajectories) of
the form [SI,.. . , s], where each state si is a set of assertions i n the underlying formal language providing a
(possibly partial) description of a system critical stfate.
We avoid temporal operators in our example for simplicit,y, hence consist~ency with trajectories reduces to
consistency with individual states.

E F R ,T F R E
, N F Rand T A ~ Fare
R sets of justified requzrements, where a justified requirement is a pair written
as a : ,B, with a and ,B both representing sentences in
the underlying formal language. a represents a requirement (i.e., a goal), while p represents its justification.
When Q represents a functional (resp. non-functional)
requirement. a : ,B represents a funct,ional (resp. nonfunctional) justified requirement. For a functional requirement a , a just,ification consists of what is otherwise referred to as a requirements rationale and might,
include, for instance, the functional and performance
goals that the requirement is intended to support. For a
non-functional requirement a , the justification similarly
represents its ra.t,ionale!stated in t,ernis of the functional
and performance goals it is intended to support. Essential justified requirements are treated as inviolate at
any given point in time, although they may be brought,

I

C TFRU TNFR

I is r-inconsistent relative to S
0

Any I’

cI

is r-consistent relative to S

In general, multiple min-conflict sets may exist for a
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given requirements specifica.t.ion. A maximal consistent
subset, of goals can be obtained by removing a smallest~
R iet.ersects wit<heach minimal
subset, of TFRU ~ ~ V Ft1~a.t
inconsistent subset of the requirements specification. In
general, multiple such smallest subsets which intersect.
with each min-conflict set might exist; leading t,o multiple possible maximal consistent subsets of goals (more
on t,his below).
Second, we may identify (as in [12] and [8, 71) maximal
consistent subsets (we shall refer to these as r-maximal
sets) of the total set of specified requirements. I t may
not be necessary t o generate each of these sets - the
first r-maximal set t h a t all stakeholder groups agree on
represents a successful resolution of inconsistencies in a
specification. Formally, an r-maximal set M for a specification =< ( D i n v ,D t r a j ) , E P R , T F R , E N F R , T N F >
R
is any set satisfying the following properties:

Alternative formulations of the outcome of the inconsistency handling process are also worth considering. Instead of seeking maximal (with respect t o set inclusion)
subsets that are consistent,, one could seek consistent
subsets of maximal cardinality (this is relevant in many
commercial settings where the number of satisfied requirements is critical and plays an iinport,ant role in the
project costing exercise). In settings where goals come
with measures of utility, consistent subsets t h a t maximize utility may be of interest.

s

0

0

M is r-consistent relative t o S .

There are three features in our representation and inconsistency handling scheme t h a t are particularly useful. First, we use a collection of complete critical state
descriptions in Dtraj as a relatively efficient abstraction
of an oracle t h a t generates all system behaviours. Secbetween essential and tenond, we support, a di~t~inction
tative goals such that the outcome of an inconsistency
handling exercise (an r-maxima.] set of a specification)
satisfies all essent,ial goals and as many tentative goals
as is consistently possible. Finally, it is easy to enforce
integrity constraints. An integrity constraint --ais enforced simply by adding a justified requirement 0 : T U
to either E F R or E N F R . This guarantees t h a t no rmaximal set of the resulting specifica.tion will entail the
assertion a. There are other useful properties such as
the guaranteed existence of r-maximal sets and the orthogonality of such subsets (i.e., distinct r-maximal sets
exist if and only if they are r-inconsistent). We omit,
these details here for brevity and point the reader t o [9]
for formal statements and proofs.
T h e discussion above assumes t h a t every assertion representing a requirement is atomic. Modifications, if any,
are assumed t o be manually performed ([20] provides
a detailed set of strategies for this purpose). In actual fact, automatic support can be provided for certain
classes of modifications, specifically for those involving
goal weakening [20]. T h e underlying intuition is t h a t in
some situations, an assertion tha.t, is inconsistent with
another set of assertions may not have t o discarded entirely, but may be modified so as to maximize the extension of the original assertion that can be consistently
retained. One obvious case where automated support
can be provided involves maximizing the extension of
universally quantified assertions over the domain. T h e

For every M’ such that M c M’ E EFRU E N F RU
TFRU T N F R A
, J’ is r-inconsistent relative to S.

As noted above, these two approaches t o inconsistency
handling are complementary and may be defined in
terms of each other (users are thus free to select their
preferred approach). Formally, given a requirements
specification S as defined above, a minenial hit-set H
is any set such that:

0

H n 1 # 0 for each
of

0

s.

There exists no
two conditions.

minimally inconsistent subset I

H’ c H

t h a t satisfies the above

Then we can show t h a t for every minimal hit-set H ,
there exists a maximal consistent subset A4 of S such
U T N F R) H).Cont h a t M = E F R U E N F RU ((TFR
versely, for every r-maximal set M of S , there exists a
minimal hit-set H satisfying the condition above.
In our formulation of the inconsistency handling process above, an outcome is a r-maximal set of a given
specification, selected from amongst the possibly many
r-maximal sets t h a t may exist via the application of a
choice function. We are thus interested i n t8heclass of
outcome choice functions which take as input a set of
r-maximal sets of a specification and produce as output an element of this set. Formally, an outcome choice
function e,, is defined as:
c, : 2“+

where M is t,he class of r-maximal sets. Beyond requiring this formal struct,ure, we leave t,he outcome
choice function undefined - such choice funct,ions are
likely t o he domain-dependent, although useful domainindependent, st.rat.egies for designing such functions can
be formulated (such as those tha.t, incorporate priorities amongst, individual goals, or organizat,ional precedences amongst stakeholders). We believe that, the out,come choice function should be dynamic and contestsensitlive, reflect,ing select,ion criteria that are relevant,
at, t,he time t.hat it, is applied.

M
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int,uitions underlying such modifications are the same as
those in several approaches t,o default. reasoning (such
as hypothetical reasoning, as exemplified by the THEORIST system [17]). When a universally quantified assertion VxcP(z) cont.radicts the a.ssertion +’(a), it is
possible t o avoid completely discarding either of t,hese
two assertions, by maximizing those portions of t,he extensions of the original a.ssert.ions that can be consistently retained by explicitly introducing an exception
t o the universally quantified assertion. The resulting
assertion, V x z # U t P ( x ) is consistent wit.11 + ( a ) .
Providing computational support for this kind of modifica.tion is expensive, requiring an exponential number
of (exponential t,inie) satisfiability checks. Automated
support can also be provided for certain special cases of
the temporal relaxation strategies discussed in [20].

tings, richer and finer-gra.ined, representations esist for
agent utility functions suggesting a research road-map
in which inconsistency handling in RE is viewed as a
process of multi-crit,eria optimization.

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS EVOLUTION
We are interested in support,ing t,wo fundamental requirements evolution operations. In addition, a new requirement is added t o a specification. This is the most
common kind of evolut,ion operat.ion and becomes necessary when new goals emerge through the process of
elicitation, ela.boration and refinement. In removal, a
requirement is removed from a specifica.tion. This becomes necessary when a stakeholder group decides to
withdra,w a goal t,hat it might, have earlier (and possibly
implicitly) asserted. It is also useful when it becomes
apparent in the R E process that certain goals are unachievable. Since specificat,ions a.re often large, it would
be useful t o support a removal operation that does not
require us t.o check first t o determine if a goal has been
explicit,ly stated (or is logically entailed by explicitly
stated goals) before proceeding to remove it.
In this section, we shall define the following two operations: addition of essential requirements and the general removal operation. We observe that the addition
operation for tent,ative requirements is trivial - it simply involves adding the new requirement, t o the corresponding set of tentative requirements (i.e., TFRor
T N F R )We
. also observe t h a t while we have not considered the question of revising domain theories, t.liis can
be achieved with minor modifications to the machinery
described below. In our formulation, the input in an
addition operation is a justified requirement (i.e.%a goal
together with its justification) while the input in a renioval operation is simply an assertion to be removed.
We are interested in the most general versions of these
operations, which incorporate a trade-off analysis component to weigh the cost of discarding requirements to
accommodate the input (should this become necessary)
against the cost, of ignoring the change step (such operations are referred to as non-prioritized belief revision
in the AI literature [lo]). Thus, addition and removal
operations may fail in our framework as a consequence
of the trade-off analysis. We shall define a generic requirements evolution operator as follows:
3

Our approach to inconsistency handling generalizes several of the distinct classes of inconsistency identified
in [20], except process-level deviations, terminology
clashes, designation clashes and structure clashes. An
instance-level deviation is detected if the state transition
leading to the deviation results in a critical state contained in Dt+. Under the condition that the boundary
condition involved in a divergence occurs in a critical
state represented in Dtraj, a minimal set of assertions
over which a divergence occurs corresponds directly to a
min-conflict set, of the specification. Obstructions, which
are special cases of divergences, are thus also subsumed
by the notion of min-conflict sets, under the same conditions. The set of assertions over which a conflict occurs
also corresponds directly to a min-conflict set. As a special case of divergence, competition is also subsumed by
our approach. In addition, the method for relaxing universally quantified goals described above can be used to
resolve this category of inconsist,ency.
Requirements engineering is an inherently social phenomenon, and it is useful t o view the RE process as
rational social decision-making. This involves treating
each distinct perspective as a distinct agent, with each
agent seeking to maximize its own utility. One way
of formulating an agent’s utility function in the context of an inconsistency handling exercise is t o assign
higher utilities to outcomes that satisfy larger subsets
of an agent’s set of goals. A socia.lly rational outcome
must then be pareto-optimal. Viewing each stakeholder
group as a distinct agent, it is possible to show that an
r-maximal set of a requirements specification represents
a pareto-optimal outcome of the social decision process. We have argued above that a stakeholder group’s
functional and non-functional requirements often represent conflicting sets of goals. Splitting a stakeholder
group’s viewpoint further into distinct perspectives (and
hence distinct. agents) corresponding t o functional and
non-functional goals, the pareto-optimality property of
an r-maximal set still holds. In many practical set,-

E : Rx RC x O C x U P x L

x .C--+’R. x .A4

where R is the class of specifica,tions, ./M is the
class of r-maximal set,s, (?P= { F R - addition,F R removal, N F R - addition., N F R - r e m o v a l } , L is the
first-order language in which requirements and their justifications are represented, RC is the class of revision
choice functions (to be defined below). and UC is the
class of outcome choice functions (as defined earlier).
T h e evolution opera.tor takes as input a specification,
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two choice functions, an indication of whether the operation involves addition or removal, a requirement ( t o
be added or removed, depending 011 the type of operat,ion) and its corresponding justification. As o u t p u t , an
evolution operator produces a revised specification and
a. preferred r-maximal set of this specification (selected
from amongst the possibly many r-maximal sets that
may exist).

A revision choice ftinction takes as input a set of possible outcomes of an evolution step (where each outcome
is denoted by a pair consisting of a set of essential justified functional requirements, and a set of essential justified non-functional requirements) and provides as outp u t an element of this set. Intuitively, a revision choice
function select,s one of t8hemultiple possible ca.ndidate
outcome specifications of a requirements evolution operation. Formally: a revision choice function cT is defined
as :
Cf

: 2"f-+

RE

where R& is the class of possible (partial) specifications
of the form ( E F ,E N ) where E F is a set of justified
functional requirements and E N is a set ofjustified nonfunctional requirements. T h e revision choice function
encodes all of the criteria used in the trade-off analysis
t o decide whether a given input, is t o be accepted, and
is thus a critical element of the evolution process.
In an addition operation, the intent is t o incorporate
the input (essential) justified requirement into the appropriate set of essential requirements ( E F Ror E N F R )
in a manner that causes minimal change t o the existing
specification a.nd results in a consistent specification.
T h e basic steps are as follows: First, we identify the
maximal consistent subsets of a set consisting of the essential requirements of the current specification toget,her
with the input requirement. These maximal consistent
subsets are somewhat different from r-maximal sets defined in the previous section, since these are generated
from a set of justified requirements (as opposed t o a full
requirements specification). We use the cons operator
defined below for this purpose. Second, since multiple
such maximal consistent subsets might exist, we apply
a revision choice function t o select one. Note that the
select.ed maximal consistent subset might not include
the input requirement that we sought to add, if the process of trade-off analysis (as implemented in the revision
choice function) results in a decision t,o not accept the
input (i.e., not include it in the revised set of essential
requirements). Third, the selected maximal consistent
subset denotes the new set of essential requirements for
the revised specification (appropriately partitioned to
obtain E F R and E N F R ) .Fourth, those elements of the
original E F R and E ~ ~ that
F R are not included in their
revised versions are added to the original sets TFRand
TNFRrespectively t o obtain their revised versions. In
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other words, prior essential requirements that are not,
included in the revised set of essential requirements are
demoted and retained as tentative requirements. Finally, if the input requirement is rejected (i.e., it does
not. appear in the revised set of essential requirements),
it too is retained as a tentat,ive requirement.
In a removal opera.t,ion, the intent, is to ensure that a
given assertion a is not entailed by any of the r-maximal
sets of the revised Specification. This can be achieved
by sdding a new essential justified requirement 0 : l a .
Notice that the definition of r-maximal sets ensures that
every maximal consistent subset is consistent with -a.
I n other words, we have a guarantee that the goals together with their justifications d o not entail a in any
r-maximal set. In principle, we can add 0 : l a to either E F R or E N F R , but we will assume a convention
in which the choice is determined by the kind of goals
(i.e., functional or non-functional) that a refers to. The
basic steps are as follows: First, we identify maximal
consistent subsets of the set consisting of the essential.
requirements of the current specification together with
the requirement 0 : la. Once again, we use the cons
operator defined below for this purpose. Second, we
use a revision choice function to select one of the possibly many maximal consistent subsets that might exist.
Once again, the requirement 0 : -a might not exist in
the selected subset, in the event that the trade-off a.nalysis results in a decision t o reject t,he input. Third, as
with addition, we generate the revised sets of essential
requirements from the selected maximal consistent subset. Prior essential requirements t h a t are not retained
in the revised sets of essential requirements are demoted
and retained as tentative requirements. If the input is
rejected, it too is retained as a tentative requirement.
T h e cons operator is formally defined as follows: Let
F R be any set of justified FRs and N F R be any set of
set of justified N F b . Then:
c o n s ( ( F R ,N F R ) ) = { ( F R ' ,N F R ' ) I FR' U N F R ' is
r-consistent, for any FR" such t h a t FR'.C FR"
FR,
FRI'UNFR' is not r-consistent and for any N F R " such
N F R , FRI U N F R " is not rthat N F R ' c N F R "
Consistent}.
We now present the formal definition of the equirements
evolution operator E . Let E be defined such t h a t :

E ( A , c r , c o , o ~ , f ,=j )(A',s)
where:

A = ( D ,E F R ,T'R, E N F R ,T N F R is
) the initial specification.

A' = ( D ' , E h R , TbR,ELF,, ThFR)is the revised specification.
c,. is the input revision choice function.
co is t,he input outcome choice function.
op denotes the specific operation under consideration
and must be one of the following: FR-addition, NFRaddition, FR-removal, NFR-removal.

f and j are sent,ences denoting the requirement and its
justification respectively.
s is t,he preferred r-maximal set. of the revised specification.

language. The KiAOS language seeks to d o this by offering a user-level language based on semantic nets in addit,ion to a formal assertion layer. The current implement,ation of the REFORM system supports informal definitions in natural language at the user-level and provides
an environment that supports the generation of formal
assertions from these informal definitions. It does this
by permitting pre-defined (and domain-specific) ontologies to be plugged in. T h e user is then able to compose
formal assertions for each informal definition by using
elements of t,he concept hierarchies in these ontologies,
while the corresponding formal concept definitions (also
obt,ained from t,he plugged-in ontologies) are added t o
the domain theory. In the spirit of the KAOS language,
we plan t o extend the user interface with a semantic netstyle graphical requirements definition language, specifically one based on conceptual graphs.
Requirements repository: This is a persistent store
t1ia.t maintains a requirements specification. For userspecified goals, it also maintains a set of informal nat,ural language definitions t h a t can be traced back to set,s
of formal assertions t h a t appear as either essential or
tentative requirements (note that this distinction is det.ermined by users). T h e repository is updated by the
revision module.
Theorem prover: This performs the dual functions of
satisfiability checking and query answering. The current
implementation relies on a basic first-order theoremprover, but plans for future work include integra.ting
a temporal logic prover t o handle the full power of the
KAOS formal language.
Consistency monagement module: This module works
with a static snap-shot of the requirements repository,
and supports the following three kinds of operations:

Each of the four classes of operations are considered
separately.

Evolution involves mapping from one specification t o
another in a process that is iterated over the course of
the R E exercise. The preferred r-maximal set a t the
end of the exercise is taken as the final, consistent set of
requirements for downstream activities in t,lie life-cycle.
Notice that this is a deferred commitment, strategy since
no commitment to an r-maximal set is made until one
becomes necessary. This avoids premature (and possibly flawed) commitment t o specific outcomes. This is
also a lazy evaluat,ion strat,egy since it does not require
us t o generate r-maximal sets at every step (which require consistency checks involving all requirements) but
only the outcomes of the cons operator (where consistency checks are restricted to a potentially smaller set
of essential requirements).
4 THE REFORM SYSTEM
The REFORM system seeks to support the inconsistency handling and requirements evolution processes
and implements many of the strategies discussed in this
paper. The system consists of the following key mod-

0

0

ules:
User interface; The primary requirement for a. user

0

interface is t,hat it must offer constructs for defining
requirements that are both practitioner-accessible and
semantically well-grounded. It must also provide the
means to support tra.cea.bilit,y between the user-level
specifications and assertions in an underlying formal
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Generating r-maximal sets of the current specification. This is a computationally expensive operation (although some strategies for speeding u p this
operation are discussed below). These subsets are
presented t o users as sets of explicitly stated formal assertions (i.e.. it does not compute any logical
consequences of the explicitly stated goals at this
stage).
Given a. r-maximal set that the system has already
generated and a query in the form of a formal assertion, the system is a.ble t o determine if the query
is a logical consequence of the r-maximal set.
Applying the outcome choice function to the set
of all r-maximal sets of a specification (these are
assumed t o have been explicitly generated). In the
full version of this paper, we define an algorithm
that interleaves the computation of r-maximal set,s
with the application of user choice to determine the
preferred r-maximal set in a manner that obviates

[i]A . I<. Ghose. .4 formal basis for consistency, evolution

t.he need to generat,e all such sets a priori t,o perform
out,come choice.

and rationale management in requirements engineering.
In Proceedings of the 1999 IEEE International Conjerence on Tools for AI7 1999.
[8] A . I<. Ghose. Managing requirements evolution: Formal support for functional and non-functional requirements. In Proceedings of the 1999 International Works h o p on Principles of Software Eaolution, pages 118124, F~kuoka,Japan, 1999.
[9] .4. K . Ghose. Managing requirements evolution. Technical report, University of Wollongong, Decision Systems
Lab, 2000.
[IO] S. 0. Hansson. Belief Base Dynamics. Uppsala, 1991.
[ll] C. L. Heit,meyer, R. D. Jeffords, and B. G. Labaw. .\Utomated consistency checking of requirements specificat,ions. A CM Transactions on Software Engineering and
Methodology, 5(3):231-261, 1996.
[12] A. Hunter and B. Nuseibeh. Analyzing inconsistent.
specifications. In Proceedings of the Thzrd IEEE In-

Revision m.odule: This module updates the requirements reposit,ory using the evolution operator defined
earlier. This module involves t,he application of t.he revision choice function in a manner simi1a.r to t,he applica.tion of the out,come choice funct,ion in the consistency
management module. Once again, it is possible t o use
the algorithm referred to above t,ogenera.te the preferred
revision choice outcome via the interactive application
of user determined revision choice criteria at run-time.

Given t,he complexity of generating r-maximal and
inin-conflict sets. the REFORM system adopts several
heuristic strategies. One such strategy involves partitioning the specification such that the set of predicate
symbols in each part,ition is disjoint. Then the scope
of each consistency check can be limited to each partition. When an input in a change step can be added
t,o an existing partit.ion without, violating the partitioning constraint, then the scope of the consistency check
can be limited to the partition that the input belongs
to. When an input assertion in a change step has a
signature that, int,ersects with the signahres of niult,iple
part.itions, then these partitions are merged into a single
partition (via a simple set union operation). To ensure
that partitions are not, needlessly conflated, the input.
assertion i n a change step can be converted to CNF,
and a change step performed separately for each conjunct in the resulting formula. Several efficient special
cases for the evolution operator exist such as one where
restricting all essential requirements and the input to
Horn clauses guarantees t h a t an outcome can be generated in polynomial time. More details on these and
other strategies are available in [9].
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5 APPENDIX
EXAMPLE
The following example builds on the TR.MCS system
case study adopted for the current I\YSSD. We present
the example in t,hree parts. The first part presents
some plausible system requirements a.nd identifies va.rious categories of inconsistency inherent in these assertions. The second part. shows how the techniques proposed in this paper can be used to resolve these inconsistencies. The third part demonstrates the use of the
requirements evolution operator in this setting. We use
a many-sort,ed first-order language similar t o tha.t used
in the formal assertion layer in KAOS [20] [3]. As with
the KAOS formal language, the requirement names have
a temporal flavour ( A c h i e v e , M a ~ i n t a i netc.) but, we
ommit temporal operators from this example for simplici ty.

Consider the following goal which requires dispat,chers
(who dispatch ambulances in response t o medical emergencies) t,o have access t o medical records of the patient
involved for t,he dura.tion of the emergency.

Goal Achieve [DispatcherAccessPat ientRecords]
FormalDef V p: Patient, d: Dispatcher, r:
PatientRecord, e: Event
Emergency(e,p) A History(p,r) A Manages(d,e)
+ AccessesDuringEvent(d,r,e)
InfornialDef If a dispatcher is involved i n the manage-

m.ent of a inedical emergency concerning a given patient,
then the dispatcher has access t o the medical history of
that patient f o r the duratzon of the emergency.
The rationale for t,his g o d is another goal which requires
that dispat,chers be able t o communicate relevant portions of a patient's medical history to paramedics during
a medical emergency involving that patient.

Part 1: Paramedical professionals (paramedics) and
quality assurance (QA) professionals are stakeholders
in t,he system. QA professionals require access to
paramedic activity logs t o better monitor their performance.Formal1y :

Goal
.4chieve [Pat ientRecCommunicatedParamedics]
FormalDef V p: Patient, d: Dispatcher, r:
PatientRecord, e: Event, m: Paramedic
Emergency(e,p) A History(p,r) A Manages(d,e)
A Responds(m,e) --f
CommunicatesDuringEvent(d,m,r,e)

Goal M a i n l a i n [QAAccessParamedicActivityLog]
FormalDef V p: Paramedic, q:
qAProfessiona1, 1:Activitylog
Records(p,l) -+ Accesses(q,l)
InformalDef Activity logs of every paramedic are ac-

InformalDef Dispatchers managing a naedical eniergency involving a patzent communicate that patzent's
lnedical history t o paramedzcs responding t o the emergency.

cessible t o all QA professionals.
Paramedics would require that QA professionals not be
given access t o activity logs, preferring to restrict a.ccess to only t,o medical practitioners (who might need
a record of paramedic interventions t o make treatment
decisions). Formally:

A different goal requires that mobile computing devices
(such as handheld devices used by paramedics, or onboard devices on ambulances) he equipped t o directly
access patient records from help center d a t a servers.
Formally:

Goal M a i n t a i n [ParamedicAct ivityLogAccess]
FormalDef V p: Paramedic, q:

Goal M a i n t a i n . [MobileAccessPat ientRecords]
FormalDef 'd c: MobileComputingDevice, r:

QAProfessional, m: Medicalpractitioner,
1:Activitylog
Records(p,l) + Accesses(m,l) ATAccesses(q,l)

PatientRecord
DeviceAccess(c,r)

InformalDef Activity logs of every paramedic are accessible t o all m.edica1 professionals but not t o a n y QA
professional.

T h e rationale for this is a goal which requires that.
paramedics be able t o directly access a patient's medical records during an emergency involving t h a t patient.
Formally:

Given knowledge of the fact that states of the system
exist where:

3 p: Paramedic, 1:
Records(p,l)

Goal Achieve [ParamedicAccessPat ientRecords]
FormalDef V p : Patient , r : PatientRecord ,
e: Event, m: Paramedic
Emergency( e, p) A History (p ,r) A Responds (m, e)
+ AccessesDuringEvent(m,r,e)

ActivityLog

InformalDef paramedics responding to a inedical
emergency inuolving a patient are able t o directly access
that patient's medical history.

becomes true, it is easy t,o see that the two goals defined
above are inconsistent. This is an esample of a conflict.
between distinct stakeholder groups and between distinct funct*ionalrequirements.
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functional goal, amongst others:

Consider the following goal which seeks to minimize
threats to security and privacy by avoiding redundant.
access t o pat,ient records. Formally:

Goal M a i n t a i n [SecureAccessPatientRecords]
ForiiialDef V U: User, r: PatientRecord
AccessRequest(u,r) 3 Authenticate(u,r)
InfornialDef If a user requests access t o a patient
record: then the system must authentzcate that IYquest.

Goal .4void[RedundantAccess]
FornialDef V x,y: HealthProfessional, r:
PatientRecord, e : Event
CommunicatesDuringEvent(x,y,r,e) A xfy +
TAccessesDuringEvent(y ,r ,e)
InforinalDef I f a patient history is comm.unicated t o
a health professional y by another health professional x
during a n event, then y does not require dzrect access t o
the patient history during that event.

Consider a domain theory t,hat indicates t h a t authentication of an access request. will necessarily make the
delay in accessing a patient record greater than 30 seconds. Formally:
'd U:

User, r: PatientRecord, t:
TimeInterval
Authenticate(u,r) A AccessDelay(u,r,t)
t t>30

Notmethat b0t.h dispa.tchers and paramedics belong to
the HealthProfessional sort. Given knowledge of the
fact that states of the system exist where:

3 p: Patient, d: Dispatcher, r:
PatientRecord, e : Event, m:
Paramedic
Emergency(e,p) A History(p,r) A
Manages(d,e) A Responds(m,e)

Given this domain theory (as well as knowledge
that system state exists where 3 U: User, r:
PatientRecord AccessRequest(u,r) is true), the
M a i n t a i n [Fast AccessPat ientRecords]
goals
and M a i n t a i n CPatientPrivacyl are inconsistent.
So are A4aintain [FastAccessPatientRecords] and
M a i n t a i n [SecureAccessPatientRecords] . T h e former is an example of a conflict between two nonfunctional requirements while the latter is an example where a functional requirement contradicts a nonfunctional requirement,.

we
are
able
to
detect
that
the
goals
-4chi e v e [Pat ientRecCommunicatedParamedics 1 ,
Achieve [ParamedicAccessPatientRecords]
and
Avoid [Redundant Access] are jointly inconsistent. T h e
goals Achieve [DispatcherAccessPatientRecords] ,
A4 a int a in [MO b i1eA cces s PatientRecordSI
and ilvoid[RedundantAccess] are also potentially inconsistent, since the rationale for the first two goals
contradict the third goal. Intuitively, a requirement t o
provide dispatchers access t o patient records (in order
that they may communicate these t o paramedics during an emergency) contradicts a requirement t o equip
mobile computing devices with access capability t o the
patient record database (in order that paramedics might
directly access such records during an emergency) if we
also wish minimize redundant access privileges. This
shows that goals may sometimes conflict because their
rationale contradict each other.

Part 2: In this section, we shall demonstrate the use
of the inconsistency handling techniques defined in this
paper on the example presented above. For brevity, we
shall assume that goal names stand for their (equivalent)
formal definitions. We first construct a requirements
specification S as follows:
0

0

Consider the non-functional requirement that we maintain fast access t o patient records. Formally:

Goal A4 a i n t a i n [Fast AccesspatientRecords]
FormalDef V U: User, r: PatientRecord, t:
TimeInterval
AccessDelay(u,r,t) -+ t<30
InformalDef T h e delay i n accessing a patient record
must be n o more than 30 seconds.

0

Dint, = {V U: User, r: PatientRecord, t:
TimeInterval Authenticate(u,r) A
AccessDelay(u,r,t) t t>30}
Dtraj = { [ { 3 p: Paramedic, 1: ActivityLog
Records(p ,1),
3 U: User, r: PatientRecord
AccessRequest(u,r) ,
3 p: Patient, d: Dispatcher, r:
PatientRecord, e: Event, m: Paramedic
Emergency(e,p) A History(p,r) A
Manages(d,e) A Responds(m,e) }I}

EFR

-

{

M a i n t a i n ~QAAccessParamedicActivityLog~
: 0}

Consider another (high-level) non-functional goal
M a i n t a i n CPatientPrivacyl . This is refined (possibly by an AND-refinement link) t o obtain the following

TFR
{ilchieve [DispatcherAccessPatientRecordsl :
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:qchier~e[Pat ientRecCornmunicatedParamedics] ,
Maintain [MobileAccessPatientRecords1:
A ch i e t ~ [Par
e
amed iCA cces sPatientRecord SI ,
Maintain [SecureAccessPat ientRecords1:0}

({.fl4ainfain[ParamedicActivityLogAccess]

0)s

A revision choice function c, is applied t o these outcomes which incorporates the trade-off analysis required
t o decide whether t,he input is t o be accepbed.

E,~,uR= {Avoid[RedundantAccessl: 03
TNFR
{ M a i n t a i n [FastAccessPatientRecords] : 0}

-

If
the
first
oU t com e
is chosen, we obtain S’ =< (Dinv,D t T a j ) , E F R , T , RU
{Maintain [ParamedicActivityLogAccess] :
0}, E N F RT, N F R> as the revised specification. Notice
tha.t this outcome corresponds t o a decision t o reJect the
input (which is ret,ained as a t.enta.tive requirement)

Two min-conflict set,s can be generated from this specifimtion:

{Achieve [DispatcherAccessPatientRecords] :
-4chieve [PatientRecComunicatedParamedics] ,
.kfaintain [MobileAccessPat ientRecords] :
Achie ue [ParamedicAccessPatientRecords1}

If the second out,come is chosen, we obtain

S” =< (Din”,Dtraj)r
{Adai?ntain[ParamedicActivityLogAccessl :0}, TFRU
{ n d a i n t a l n [qAAccessParamedicActivityLog] :0},
E N F RT, N F R> as the revised specification. Notice that.
this outcome corresponds t o a decision t o retain the
input as an essential requirement, while demoting the
prior essential requirement, (which conflicts with the input.) t o t,he status of a tent,ative requirement.

{ M a i n t a i n[SecureAccessPat ientRecords] :0,
Maintain [FastAccessPatientRecords~: 0)
Four r-maximal sets can be generated from
this specification:

EFR

U

ENFR

Assume that we select S’ as the revised specification.
We now wish t o remove the goal
Achieve [PatientRecComunicatedParamedics] from
S’ (possibly bemuse of privacy concerns arising
from insecure communication).
The cons operator generates a unique outcome (i.e., the input does not cont,radict any of the current, essential requirements) leading to a unique revised
specification S’ =< (Din”,D t r a j ) EFR
,
U (0 :
~ i l c h i e z [PatientRecComunicatedParamedics]
~e
},
TFR U { Maintain [ParamedicAct ivityLogAccess] :

U

{ A c h i e v e [DispatcherAccessPatientRecords] :
h h i e w e [Pat ientRecComunicatedParamedics] ,
Adaintcrin [SecureAccessPatientRecords] :0)

EFR
U
ENFR
U
{Achieve [DispatcherAccessPatientRecords] :
.?chieve [Pat ientRecComunicatedParamedics] ,
A4aintain [FastAccessPatientRecords] : 0)

EFR
U
ENFR
{Maintain.[MobileAccessPat ientRecords] :
-4c h i e v e [ParamedicA ccessPatientRecords1 ,
h’ain.tain [SecureAccessPat ientRecordsl :0}

ENFR)

U

0)) E N F RT
, N F R>
Two r-maximal sets can be generated from S’:

EFR
U
ENFR
U
{ M a i n t a i n [MobileAccessPatientRecords] :
Achieve [ParamedicAccessPatientRecords1,
Maintain [SecureAccessPatientRecords] : 0}

EFR
U
ENFR
U
{ Ma.intain [MobileAccessPat ientRecords] :
.4 c h i ev e [Par amedicA ccess Pat ientRecords],
Maintain [FastAccessPat ientRecords] : 0}

EFR
U
ENFR
U
{ Alaintain [MobileAccessPatientRecords] :
Achieve [ParamedicAccessPatientRecords] ,
A4uintain [FastAccessPatientRecords] : 0)

Part 3; This section provides examples of the
use of t,he evolution operator defined in this paper.
We shall consider the addition operation first, by adding t,he functional requirement
M a i n f a i n [ParamedicActivityLogAccess] : 0 to the
specification S defined above. The cons operator generates the following two outcomes:
0

({Afaintain[QAAccessParamedicAct ivityLog1 :0},
ENFR)
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Notice
that
the
goal
Achieve [DispatcherAccessPat ient Records]:
Achier~e[Patient RecCommunicatedParamedics]
does not appear in any of these r-maximal sets since
the rationale for the goal has been retracted.

